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This guide introduces private PSKs (preshared keys) and presents three scenarios where they can be effectively
used. The first shows how a single SSID can serve multiple companies in a business park. The second scenario
explains how to provide different network access rights to teachers, staff, visitors, and students on the same SSID,
with particular emphasis on how the appropriate student access controls can be applied each year as students
advance to new school levels. The third scenario explains how private PSKs can provide an efficient BYOD solution.
The first scenario includes the required steps for configuring a network policy that includes a private PSK SSID,
private PSK user groups, and user profiles. These configuration steps can serve as a reference for the next two
scenarios, which are presented without additional configuration explanations.
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Introduction to Private PSKs
User Authentication
Among the many unique features in Aerohive products, private PSKs
(preshared keys) are one of the most innovative and useful. While
other material exists explaining the concepts behind private PSKs (see
this solution brief and video), the intent of this document is to look at
real-life scenarios where private PSKs can have a significant impact on
the simplicity and security of your wireless deployment.
The basic principle behind a preshared key is well known. All wireless
home users interested in security use one to connect to their home
access points. In this traditional mode, all client devices the same key
to connect. If that key is compromised, the AP and all the clients must
be reconfigured. This is of little consequence in a small environment,
but consider the work required to reconfigure all the devices in a
school or an enterprise environment with thousands of users.

Private Preshared Keys
Private PSKs are a patent-pending
Aerohive feature that allows the use of
multiple PSKs on the same SSID. This
alleviates security concerns when all users
share the same PSK. Private PSKs allow an
administrator to identify specific users
without requiring user name/password
authentication, certificates, or special
client software. Private PSKs also
individually encrypt client sessions and
allows an administrator to revoke the
access of a single client without requiring
all other users to change their PSKs.

In these larger environments, the best solution is 802.1X with RADIUS
authentication for every client. This has been and remains the recommendation for the best security. However, it
can be onerous to set up, especially if the clients being authenticated are unknown and are not part of a
controlled domain.

Issues with Traditional Solutions
The explosion of Internet-enabled devices from iPads to televisions and Blu-ray players has led to a requirement for
more wireless connectivity provided simply and securely. While the secure option remains 802.1X, this is not viable if
a TV, a game console, or any one of a number of devices with a wireless card needs to be connected when it
cannot support 802.1X.
There might also be many different types of users from different companies sharing a business park or office space.
They would not have a common RADIUS service and would be unwilling to sign up for one.
The traditional response would be to create numerous SSIDs, each with its own PSK, place each company on its
own SSID, and map that to a VLAN to ensure segmentation. However, what if there are 40 companies in the
business park? Creating and publishing that many SSIDs would be unfeasible. It might be that certain APs would
only provide certain SSIDs in an effort to minimize the problem, but overall it would be a management nightmare.

The Aerohive Answer
It has been established that 802.1X is not always the right fit for wireless security but also that standard PSKs do not
offer enough security and flexibility. The Aerohive solution is the private PSK. This allows thousands of different
preshared keys to exist on a single SSID, enabling many users or groups of users to share a single SSID securely and
ensure that their traffic cannot be heard by their neighbors as they would each be using different keys.
That alone is a useful feature, but it is only half of the story. Each private PSK user exists in a group and each group
links to a user profile, which means that each private PSK user can be on a different VLAN with different firewall,
QoS, SLA, schedule, and even VPN settings.
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Scenario 1: Business Parks
Consider the following scenario: A business park with ten companies provides a wired LAN with a private VLAN for
each company along with wireless access as part of the lease terms. The park has many shared facilities such as
dining areas and meeting rooms, and the tenants of the park want to be able to use wireless anywhere with secure
access to their own servers.
The traditional solution would be to create ten different PSK SSIDs and map each one to a specific VLAN. The
problem this would create is that ten SSIDs would flood the air with management traffic and slow everything down.

Aerohive Solution
With Aerohive private PSKs, you can have a single SSID, segregate the members of each company into separate
private PSK user groups, and assign each group to an appropriate VLAN. This reduces the number of SSIDs that the
APs advertise from ten to one, greatly reducing wireless management traffic and opening airtime for user traffic.
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1.

Create a network policy supporting wireless access for the business park, and add a single private PSK SSID to it.

Note: You can use “Set the maximum number of clients per private PSK” to limit the number of client devices on
which each private PSK can be used. A value of 0 is unlimited, whereas 1-15 enforce physical limits for each key.
This can provide a revenue opportunity for the owner of the wireless infrastructure. By providing several keys—
each limited to a single user—to each company, you could charge customers based on the number of
concurrent users.
2.

To create and add private PSK user groups to the SSID, click <PSK_User_Groups>, and then click New in the
Local User Groups dialog box that appears.
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3.

In the New Local User Group panel, define a user group for Company_A with manually created private PSK
users, set its user attribute number as 101, leave the VLAN ID field empty (the VLAN will be assigned by the user
profile whose attribute is also 101), and then click Save.

Note: Because it can be difficult to distinguish certain letters from digits, such as 1 and l or O and 0, include
either letters or digits in the private PSKs you generate but not both together. In addition, it can often be
troublesome to enter special characters on smart devices. To counter both potential sources of user frustration,
Letters and Special Characters were cleared so that private PSKs that consist only of digits would be generated.
4.

From the Local User Groups dialog box, click New again and define similar user groups for Company_B through
Company_J, incrementally increasing their user profile attribute numbers (102, 103, 104…110).

5.

To add the ten user groups to the SSID, highlight them in the Local User Groups dialog box, and then click OK.
All ten user groups appear in the Authentication column. Their exact order in the list is unimportant.

6.

To add ten user profiles to the SSID with matching attribute numbers, click Add/Remove in the User Profiles
column, and then click New in the Choose User Profiles dialog box that appears.
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7.

In the New User Profile panel, define a user profile for Company_A with its attribute number and default VLAN
as 101. Define other settings in the user profile as appropriate and then click Save.

Note: A user group is linked to a user profile by matching attributes. For example, when a user submits a private
PSK that belongs to user group with attribute 101, the AP applies the user profile with the same attribute (101).
8.

Continue creating user profiles for the remaining nine companies. The number of companies is only limited by
the maximum number of private PSK users, private PSK user groups, user profiles that an SSID supports. The
AP100 series and the BR100 in AP mode support a maximum of 4096 private PSK users per SSID and user group.
All other Aerohive APs support a maximum of 9999 private PSK users per SSID and user group. All Aerohive APs
support a maximum of 64 private PSK user groups and user profiles per SSID.
You can also integrate your Aerohive APs with ID Manager to provision private PSK users. Because ID Manager
creates and stores private PSK user accounts on the Aerohive Cloud Services Platform, it can provide millions of
keys that are retrievable by employees through self-service mechanisms.
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9.

In the Choose User Profiles dialog box, choose Company_A(101) as the user profile in the Default tab and
choose the other profiles in the Authentication tab. Then, click OK to add the user profiles to the SSID.

Default and Authentication User
Profiles
There are two tabs in the Choose User
Profile dialog box: Default and
Authentication.
There can be only one default user
profile and it is a required setting. An
AP can apply a default user profile for
a private PSK SSID in two cases: (1) if a
user belongs to any private PSK user
group that does not have an attribute
linking it to a specific user profile, or (2)
if the user belongs to a group with the
same attribute as the one specified as
the default. In this scenario, all private
PSK users belong to user groups with
attributes linking them to specific user
profiles, so only the second case can
occur.

Note: In addition to user groups and profiles for companies, you might
also want them for IT, landlords, and guests. For example, you can
You can choose multiple user profiles
provide guest access for the entire business park through a private
in the authentication category. APs
PSK user group consisting of one PSK that can be shared by an
apply these only when the attribute of
a private PSK user group links its
unlimited number of guest clients. By using an automatically
members to a user profile with a
generated private PSK that changes on a daily recurring basis, each
corresponding attribute number.
key would be good for only one day. Each morning, simply email the
receptionist the new key that HiveManager and the APs generate
automatically. You can also create ten private PSK users, one for the guests of each company and each with
its own set of restrictions and controls. For more information about automatically generated private PSK users,
see the HiveManager Help.
At this point, you have a network policy with a private PSK SSID, ten user profiles assigning users to ten different
VLANs, and ten private PSK user groups. However, there are no users in the groups. You will add them next.
10. Save the network policy to preserve your settings so far, and then click Show Nav > Advanced Configuration >
Authentication > Local Users.
11. To add users, either import them in a .csv file, which can be generated from any spreadsheet program such as
Excel, or add them individually. Both methods are described below.
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The following is a sample of private PSK user definitions in an Excel spreadsheet:
User Name (32)

User Type

User Group

Password
(8-63)

Email Address

Description

1 – RADIUS
3 – Private PSK
Jane Jones

3

Company_A

345345123

jjones@compa.com

MD

Miranda Slough

3

Company_A

575623244

mslough@compa.com

Staff

Jo Reeves

3

Company_A

234636234

jreeves@compa.com

Staff

Fred Slone

3

Company_B

463643325

fslone@compb.com

MD

Brian Slough

3

Company_B

435235356

bslough@compb.com

Staff

Michelle Howard

3

Company_B

234126777

mhoward@compb.com

Staff

Phil Keeley

3

Company_C

346362334

pkeeley@compc.com

MD

Mike Reed

3

Company_C

875656676

mreed@compc.com

Staff

Michael Wilks

3

Company_C

456456454

mwilks@compc.com

Staff

To import the users, click Import at the top of the Local Users page, navigate to the .csv file, and then click the
Import button.
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HiveManager places the imported users in user groups with the same names as those specified in the .csv file:
Company_A, Company_B, Company_C, and so on. When you enter a string in the password field,
HiveManager uses that same string as the private PSK. If you leave the password field empty, HiveManager
automatically generates a 63-character private PSK string. By entering a specific string in this file, you can
control the length of the private PSK that you want the users to enter on their client devices.
To add private PSK users individually, click New at the top of the Local Users page, select Manually created
private PSK user; choose the user group, enter the user name, password, description, and email address; and
then click Save. (If you leave the Password field empty and click Generate, HiveManager automatically
generates a 63-charatacter password and private PSK. If you want to control the characters and length of the
private PSK, enter it here manually.)

After you import or add the private PSK users to HiveManager, you must send the keys to the users and upload
the keys to the Aerohive APs.
12. By setting individual user email addresses for all the private PSKs, you can send people their keys directly.
Alternatively, by setting the email address of one person at each company for all the keys for that company,
you can send the keys to that person and leave it to them to distribute the keys to their coworkers.
13. To upload the private PSKs to the APs, return to the network policy, advance to the Configure and Update
Devices panel, select the APs, and then click Update.
Note: In these examples, each user receives a unique key. It would be equally simple to allow all members of a
particular company to share a single key dependent on the security and billing mechanisms required.
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Scenario 2: Students’ Personal Devices
Many schools are now providing access to their networks for student-owned devices. These can be anything from
the latest MacBook Pro to an old Windows XP machine that has been handed down to the student. Security for
these environments has typically been a challenge as it is not possible to use WPA Enterprise with so many
machines running different operating systems and different versions of software. The common answer has been to
use a single preshared key and accept that it will be compromised sooner rather than later.
After figuring out how to provide network access for student-owned devices, the next import consideration is
controlling what students can do to each other from a network perspective and what they are allowed to do to
school resources. A key point here is that the rules will change as a student moves through the school. For example,
a first-year student might be restricted from accessing a fifth-year student’s device but might be allowed to
communicate with another first-year student’s device.
In this scenario, the relationship between private PSK user groups for students and user profiles will change over time.
Except for teachers, each user group will be a list of students in the same grade and each user profile will define the
conditions and constraints that the students in a particular grade are placed under when connecting to the
network. The users in each group stay the same as they progress through the school, but a different user profile is
applied to them at the start of each school year.
The following example shows private PSK user groups mapped to user profiles at a three-year high school over a
three-year period. The mapping of the teacher user group to user profile remains constant; but for students, it
changes each year.
Teachers

Private PSK user group (200) -> User profile (200)
2015

2016

2017

Students

Private PSK
user group
(attribute)

->

User profile
(attribute)

Private PSK
user group
(attribute)

->

User profile
(attribute)

Private PSK
user group
(attribute)

->

User profile
(attribute)

Class of
2015

2015 (103)

->

Year3 (103)

Graduated

->

----

Graduated

->

----

Class of
2016

2016 (102)

->

Year2 (102)

2016 (103)

->

Year3 (103)

Graduated

->

----

Class of
2017

2017 (101)

->

Year1 (101)

2017 (102)

->

Year2 (102)

2017 (103)

->

Year3 (103)

Class of
2018

Not yet
enrolled

->

----

2018 (101)

->

Year1 (101)

2018 (102)

->

Year2 (102)

Class of
2019

Not yet
enrolled

->

----

Not yet
enrolled

->

----

2019 (101)

->

Year1 (101)
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For students, you simply need to increase the attribute on each user group incrementally at the start of each school
year so that it matches the appropriate user profile for that year. This simple annual management ensures all
students are mapped to the correct VLANs, appropriate firewall and QoS policies, and network access schedules
for their year at school. If you want to provide wireless network access for IT, staff, and visitors (who will need to get
a PSK from a staff member or through some other method before connecting), their user groups will have a static
relationship to their user profiles, like that for teachers.

Scenario 3: Non-Corporate Devices
Many companies are now seeing employees use their personal devices for business purposes. Smart phones,
tablets, and many other personal handheld devices are now commonplace in the office. A common security
stance is to prohibit these devices from accessing the corporate network due to the difficulty managing them.
Corporate devices are managed on a secure WPA2 Enterprise network integrated with Active Directory or another
such user database. Connecting non-domain devices with the same credentials can be a security issue. Aerohive
can help in two ways:
Option 1: Configure Aerohive APs to allocate user profiles based on the domain membership of users’
computers. You can thereby ensure that non-domain machines are assigned a guest user profile even when
users enter their Active Directory user credentials to authenticate them to the corporate network.
Option 2: Provide a guest SSID with multiple private PSK user groups and user profiles. You can control guest
users while giving appropriate access to the personal devices of various employees based on individual user
requirements. For example, you can allow executive staff to access internal email with their iPads but restrict
regular employees to Internet access with their smart phones during lunch breaks. All of this is possible using the
Aerohive private PSK solution.

About Aerohive
Aerohive Networks reduces the cost and complexity of networks with cloud-enabled, distributed Wi-Fi and routing
solutions for enterprises and medium-sized companies including branch offices and teleworkers. Its award-winning
cooperative control Wi-Fi architecture, public or private cloud-enabled network management, routing, and VPN
solutions eliminate costly controllers and single points of failure. This gives its customers mission critical reliability with
granular security and policy enforcement and the ability to start small and expand without limitations.
Aerohive was founded in 2006 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California. Company investors include Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers, Lightspeed Venture Partners, Northern Light Venture Capital, and New Enterprise
Associates, Inc. (NEA).
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